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Summary: 
No one can deny that school physical education is very essential. In fact, all the different 

demonstrations of the individual or collective sports activities, which took place in schools helps to discover 
champions with a universal reputation. This allows them not only to represent their countries internationally 
but also to sign their names with golden letters thanks to their memorable titles as well.Therefore, this 
study is conducted to investigate the reasons why the Algerian National Television Programs marginalize 
the school physical education, in addition to the different competitions which took place. Besides, it intends 
to highlight the effective role of the media towards the physical education 
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   1 2 3  
01   211 125 97 433 
02   315 163 123 601 
03   236 96 117 449 
04   275 89 63 427 
05   128 90 58 276 
06   156 132 103 391 
07   203 136 36 375 
08   155 86 98 339 
09   93 152 122 367 
10   128 116 86 330 
11   109 56 127 292 
12   82 71 89 242 
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